AT HIS PEAK, THE WORKS HE PRODUCED WERE THE GREATEST VISIONAL ADVENTURE CINEMA HAS AFFORDED US. —POELZI

“More than ever, this direction of F. W. Murnau would make the case for a film of the sort we are seeing today...” —NEW YORK TIMES

“Sternberg’s most sumptuous exercise...” —SUSAN STEIN SHIVA FOUNDATION

“His film noir...” —DAVID GRUBIN PRODUCTIONS, INC.

“Sternberg’s most sumptuous exercise...” —GENCO FILM COMPANY/

What a witches’ Sabbath...so incredibly evil!”

“She had lived every once at all...”

“For Murder" 3-D!

—FILM FORUM

October 26 — January 1, 1976

1:20, 3:20, 5:20, 7:20, 9:20

3:30, 7:10

DECEMBER 17 WED (2 FILMS FOR 1 ADMISSION)

DECEMBER 15 MON (2 FILMS FOR 1 ADMISSION)

FILM FORUM

230 WEST HOUSTON ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10014

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS!

SAVE $5 AT EVERY SCREENING!
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CHRISTMAS DECORATING DATA

FILM FORUM
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